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Dear brothers,
JuIt has been a great pleasure to take part in the II Panamerican
Assembly of the fraternity in Santo Domingo and to share the life and worries, the hopes
and realities of the present brothers and of the absent ones. Together with Mark, as
international team, I have felt the spirit of the universality in the life of the
fraternity of Charles de FOUCAULD, both in the distances of lives and in the
answers to the challenges of our time.
Thank you for everything what one has worked, before and during the
assembly. I value the effort of
all: the responsibles of every
country preparing the answers
to
the
questionnaires,
Fernando's work with the coordination,
the Dominican brothers with the
preparation of the assembly and to do
that we were like in house … Our brother
Francisco,
archbishop
of
Santo
Domingo, with his hospitality and
nearness … Our brother bishop Rafael,
with his testimony of loyalty to the
fraternity and to the people … Are great the motives for being grateful.
From every person, the brothers, the community of Carmelite sisters
and the workers of the house where we were, the work of Raisa, the people that we knew
in the parishes and communities, a gift is
received. He is the human being who
gives us the better thing of yes same.
When we go for the life of pilgrims, when
we go out of ours "I" to meet "other one",
and our attitude is not to be to the
defensive, but of receiving and being
received,
without
judging,
without
prejudices, one makes possible the
fraternity,
and
one
believes
this
contemplative moment of between the
persons, that it is deeper still when some time ago that we have not met. Because of it, the
great happiness of finding again brothers and to be fused in the fraternal embrace.
Thanks to Carlos
Roberto and Eleuterio for his two so
interesting presentations and interpeelers.
They have helped us to have a more just
opinion, to penetrate into the calls from the
Bible and the Laudato si of the pope
Francis towards the reality of the world of
the migration and of the ecology, into the
care of the common house.
This has
supposed a capture of conscience on the
challenges that they present not only in

America but in the whole world. Our brother Charkess had this conscience from his trip to
Morocco, as scientist, and learned of the simple people how to value what is had, how to
value abroad; why his faith, his culture, his color or thought interrogates us, since it is
different from us. The message of universal fraternity of Charles de FOUCAULD stays
once again in the present, in our pastoral and personal "budgets".
The times of prayer, in the adoration, in
the celebration of the eucharist, I think that they have helped us not
to think only, but to be employed at team and to do between all a
good work that helps all the brothers of America.
We miss to the brothers of Mexico, but we
value his contributions for the questionnaire. We feel near Douglas,
in Venezuela, that it is trying to announce the fraternity in his
country, contacting priests motivated by Nazareth and the
missionary style of the brother Charles .¡Bravo, Douglas! And very
much good spirit to the
fraternity of Argentina in
the preparation of the
Month of Nazareth in the
next July.
Today I write with the pain and the worry for
the terrorist attacks in Burkina Faso. The whole
day I am dependent on news. There hurts me
much that stuffs itself to any person, and even
more to a country that I love so much. I ask for
prayers.
And I ask God and his Mother to bless us, that illuminates with
his Spirit our lives, our communities, our families. That we can look at Jesus in the
adoration with friend's full confidence, that we listen to the Lord in the desert, with his long
silences and waits - them of Him, to the search of us-, that we put our heart in the review
of life, as an opened, royal book, not of science fiction or of history, which there are most
left those who motivate us in the way of the Gospel.
A great transoceanic hug.

Aurelio SANZ BAEZA, brother responsible
Perín, Cartagena, Spain, 2 March 2018

